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Meeting is melting of divisions to merge in the Ecstasy of Eternity! 

When the melting of ‘thinker’ happens, for the movement of ‘no-thinking; the ‘Is”; the 

Existence; the Ecstasy, to manifest, then a man Jesus blasts into a Divine ‘Christ’; a Mansur 

merges in ‘Huq-Huq Anaal Huq’; a Shankaracharya arrives at ‘Brahma’; a Gautama gra-

duates to ‘God-Buddha’!!! Can all this hit you like a jolt of Lightening, halting your lan-

guishing in the lurch of mind’s myths & mischiefs?  

 

If ‘division’ in your ‘you-ness’ does not get dissolved ; your conditioning, cultural inputs 

and environmental influences that you have around yourself, will not allow ‘God’ (Divinity: 

Division-free Awareness) to dawn in your Being and therefore, there can be no ending to 

your everlasting process of Becoming! 

 

You (Life) must be completely free from all boundaries —- the boundary of the Hindu, of 

the Muslim, of the Christians, of the Jews, of the Buddhists, of the ‘Tao-ists’ — as also of 

the Rich, of the Poor, of the Educated, of the Un-educated, of the White, of the Black; and 

also the boundaries of ‘Nationalism’, of ‘Communism’, of the ‘Brahmin’ and the ‘Sudra’, of 

the ‘Nuclear Missile-ism’ —- all the boundaries have to be dropped. Then the Eternal enters 

into ‘your’ Time-world. And freedom from Time is  the greatest Enlightenment. Into the 

dark night of the ‘soul’ (the shoddy little seperative psyche), then dawns the Light of Divini-

ty. ‘You-ness’ then goes, and all the garbages (the contents of the divisive consciousness) 

projecting the so-called ‘God’ or ‘Gods’ are no more the same, as formulated by the ‘belie-

vers’ of the ‘religious market’. Holy ‘God’ was never so ‘rich’ as he is in a Church, Temple 

and Mosque! 

At absolute zero,  at absolute surrender, Life takes over as Free-flowing Dance of Divinity 

(of Shiva, of Krishna, of Gouranga, of Meera and many others). Don’t live in surmises and 

stories. Live in the ecstasy of silence! In the Cosmic ‘Omkar’ —- not in the noise of 

‘Ahamkar’! 

Jai Cosmos  


